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News
9th Board MeetiNg reflects oN reNewed strategy for the alliaNce

alliance Board members came together for the 9th 
Board Meeting (held in Bangkok in february) to review 
achievements of the alliance, and to provide timely 
guidance on the way the alliance and its members are 
responding to the ever-growing public health demands 
brought on by the global health workforce crisis.

against a backdrop of new global crises, and in order to 
respond to the changing landscape in human resources 
for stronger health systems, the Board deliberated on a 
set of renewed strategic directions for the alliance for 
2010 and beyond. the new directions propose to advocate 
for critical human resources for health (hrh) needs to 
achieve the Millennium development goals (Mdgs) by 

dear readers,

i would like to thank you for your 
sustained commitment in putting the 
health workforce issues on the global 
development agenda. 

the alliance started the year 2010 with a successful 
9th Board meeting in Bangkok, in early february. 
Preparations for the landmark 2nd global forum on 
human resources for health are well underway. the 
2nd meeting of the forum steering committee will 
take place in early april to finalize the themes and 
branding of the forum, among other issues. we are 
also continuing with our communities of Practice 
discussions. the topic for the next planned discussion 
is “mid-level health workers”. i urge you to take part 
and share your views. the alliance has also recently  

set up its youtube channel, which houses a collection 
of videos relating to the health workforce shortages. 
Please feel free to send us your hrh videos for 
inclusion. 

the recent earthquakes in haiti and chile have once 
again underlined how the health workforce and 
infrastructure are often the first and hardest hit during 
natural disasters, leaving devastating knock-on effects 
for populations. we must seize the given opportunity, 
especially during the crucial recovery and transition 
period to build back better health systems, strengthen 
support to health workers and gather additional 
resources to make all health facilities safer for all 
people. accelerated efforts will continue to be required 
to make sure that the opportunity is not missed. we 
look forward to your support and encouragement.

dr Mubashar sheikh  

Message froM the executive director

continued on page 2.
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2015 taking account of the growing globalized nature 
of health personnel shortages, and at the same time, 
to urgently make difference in priority countries with 
crisis-level gaps in health workforce needs. 

the 9th Board Meeting also discussed current 
initiatives, in line with the implementation of the 
Kampala Declaration and Agenda for Global Action, 
including the global report and consultation on the 
role of community health workers, development of 
hrh profiles for priority countries, and strategies 
for the 2nd global forum scheduled to take 

place in January 2011. a field trip to thai medical 
facilities was also organised for Board members. 

the Board welcomed the ongoing process on the 
development of the code of Practice on international 
recruitment of health personnel and congratulated the 
who executive Board for submitting the draft code to 
upcoming world health assembly. 

the alliance takes the opportunity to acknowledge the 
support and assistance provided by the thai Ministry 
of health in organising the Board meeting. 

9th alliance board meeting – continued

draft code oN iNterNatioNal recruitMeNt of health PersoNNel oN ageNda for 
wha63

the 126th session of the who executive Board has 
discussed a revised draft of the code of Practice for 
international recruitment of health personnel and 
submitted it for deliberation and possible adoption by 
Member states at the 63rd world health assembly to 
be held in May 2010. 

the draft global code of Practice is being developed 
through a multi-stakeholder consultation process. in 
May 2007, the alliance convened and facilitated the 
health worker Migration initiative that worked with 
who in support of developing a framework for the 
draft code. during the first global forum on human 
resources for health in March 2008, the alliance 
endorsed the Kampala Declaration and Agenda for 
Global Action. 

in these documents, effective management of growing 
migration of health workers and the acceleration of 
a code of Practice on the international recruitment 
of health personnel were identified among the 
fundamental action strategies. after a consultative 
process, which included a web-based public hearing 
in september 2008, a first draft was submitted to the 
124th executive Board in January 2009. 

following this, discussions took place at all six who 
regional committees and more national consultations. 
the uN ecosoc meeting and the g8 summit in July 
2009, and the uN general assembly in december 2009 
encouraged who to finalize a code of Practice.

at the 126th executive Board discussion on the code 
in January 2010, while expressing an increasing 
support for the code, the Member states offered a 
set of amendments to its current text, which are to be 
consolidated and made available for participants of 
the upcoming world health assembly. also, a public 
letter signed by 25 international Ngos was sent by the 
health workforce advocacy initiative (hwai) to the 
who director general, stressing the importance and 
the urgent need for such a global code. 

going forward, as the nature of the draft code requires 
global collaboration and information sharing, the 
alliance encourages all who Member states and 
partners to work together in implementing the code 
once adopted by the assembly. 
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rePort oN the iMPact of iNterNatioNal MoNetary fuNd (iMf) Policies oN the huMaN 
resources for health crisis iN develoPiNg couNtries

the uNiversity of geNeva aNd who teaM uP iN a distaNce Masters degree PrograMMe 
for fraNcoPhoNe africa

action for global health in 
the uK, together with the 
stop aids campaign, have 
recently released a report on 
the impact of international 
Monetary fund (iMf) policies 
on the human resources for 
health crisis in developing 
countries. the report, titled 
The IMF, the Global Crisis and 
Human Resources for Health: 
Still Constraining Policy Space 
examines evidence from iMf 

programmes in nine countries, chosen based on their 
hiv prevalence rates. 

the main conclusions of the report are: 
•  despite iMf rhetoric that it is now more flexible, its 

policies in programme countries still lead to tight 
macroeconomic practices which restrict governments’ 
ability to invest in public health. 

•  while the iMf has relaxed fiscal and inflation targets 
in some of its programmes, this flexibility is likely to 
be short-lived. 

•  the signalling effect  of the iMf’s macroeconomic 
assessments means it continues to wield a 
disproportionate influence over low-income countries, 
making them reluctant to deviate from iMf  policies 
and goals even if there is the flexibility to do so.

the full report can be viewed and downloaded:
http://www.actionforglobalhealth.eu. 

a letter of agreement was recently signed between 
the university of geneva and who to launch a new 
Masters Degree Programme with an emphasis on 
Health Workforce Development in Francophone 
Africa. the Masters Programme is designed to provide 
highest medical education to francophone students in 
africa through distance learning with the support of 
inter-country networks of personnel trained in health 
workforce management and capable of acting as local 
academic mentors. this initiative, which is co-funded 
by the university of geneva and the global health 
workforce alliance ghwa, will not only build alliances 
to strengthen public health education in francophone 
africa, but also fill an important human resource gap 
by producing competent health personnel. 

iN Brief
CAll To ACTIon oN health data at the gloBal health iNforMatioN foruM, BaNgKoK

champions of better health information from 80  
countries came together at the global health  
information forum in Bangkok January 2010, to adopt  
a Call to Action to improve and strengthen health  
information systems at global, national and local  
levels. 

the Call to Action notes that the current state of  
country health information systems are inadequate  
and fails to meet the needs of decision-makers,  
affirming the critical importance of health information  
systems in improving effectiveness of health spending  

and achieving equitable distribution of health  
outcomes globally, nationally and locally.

the Call to Action goes on to define a number  
of principles to guide future progress on health  
information, including transparency of data,  
good governance, investment, capacity building,  
harmonization and integration. More information is  
available at http://www.pmaconference.org/index.
php?option=com_content&task=view&id=201&itemid
=148. 
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BBc world Broadcasts New docuMeNtary “doctors aNd Nurses” 

PePfar, ihP+ review actioN to ProPose criteria for success 

lauNch of the alliaNce youtuBe chaNNel 

BBc world News 
documentary series “Kill 
or cure”, has broadcast 
a new documentary 
“doctors and Nurses” 
featuring struggles 
of health workers in 
both developed and 
developing countries. 
the film, produced by 
rockhopper tv, portrays 
a real-life journey of 

dr Brian Kubwalo, a Malawian doctor working in 
Manchester, uK, who embarks on a personal quest to 

find out whether he should go back to his native Malawi 
or stay in Manchester, where he can provide better 
future for his children. focusing on constraints such as 
heavy workload and low wages for health workers in 
countries such as Malawi and Pakistan, the film also 
raises alarm bells on the true global nature of health 
worker shortages that are experienced in developed 
countries as well. the production of the documentary 
was supported by the alliance for its importance of 
telling the story of human resources of health constraints 
to global audiences. the documentary can be viewed on 
the alliance youtube channel. organizations wishing to 
receive copies of the dvd for advocacy and educational 
purposes can email their requests to ghwa@who.int. 

PePfar and ihP+ have recently released a synthesis  
document reviewing progress on their collaboration  
with the respective Ministries of health in ethiopia,  
Kenya, Mozambique and Zambia. The Kampala  
Declaration and Agenda for Global Action have been  
used as a framework for review of the four country  
reports. the synthesis paper, entitled Taking Forward  
Action on Human Resources for Health in Ethiopia,  
Kenya, Mozambique and Zambia: Synthesis and  
Measures of Success, outlines six measures of success  
to strengthen national hrh strategies and reduce the  
gap in health workforce shortages. 

these are: 
•  supporting comprehensive, costed health workforce 

plans consistent with broader goals; 

•  strengthening human resources information systems 
and workforce surveillance; 

•  enabling the training, deployment and retention of a 
jointly-agreed targeted number of additional health 
care workers by 2013; 

•  monitoring the distribution of the active health 
workforce; 

•  tracking workforce movement into and out of the 
national health sector; and 

•  reviewing fiscal space for health following the 
principles of the Paris declaration and the accra 
agenda for action. 

you can access the synthesis document from 
http://www.who.int/workforcealliance/knowledge/
publications/partner/tfa_synthesis.pdf 

the global health workforce alliance recently launched 
a dedicated youtube channel focusing on health 
workforce issues. we invite you to join the community. 
videos on the channel can be shared through youtube’s 
networking tools (subscriptions, add as friend, 
favourite videos, rating videos, etc.) we encourage all 
alliance members, partners and organizations working 
to resolve hrh crisis to contribute to the channel, by 
accessing it at 
http://www.youtube.com/user/ghwavideos. 

http://www.who.int/workforcealliance/knowledge/publications/partner/tfa_synthesis.pdf
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 MeetiNg of the techNical worKiNg grouP oN uNiversal access for hiv/aids 

Positive Practice eNviroNMeNt (PPe) caMPaigN couNtry ProJects 

the technical working group on universal access 
for hiv/aids met for three days from 23 to 25 March 
to discuss and review the results of rapid situational 
analyses on hrh for hiv/aids treatment, prevention, 
care and support programmes in five countries (cöte 
d’ivoire, ethiopia, Mozambique, thailand and Zambia). 
Participants also reached agreement on key messages 

that should become the primary content of the final 
report of the working group, which they plan to launch 
at the xviii international aids conference in vienna, 
austria in July 2010. Participants included members of 
the field teams from the five countries and the technical 
working group members. 

the Positive Practice environments campaign has 
recently announced new campaign projects for uganda, 
Zambia and Morocco. researchers have been contracted 
in each country to write a case study that will explore 
the current key issues determining the country’s 
hrh situation with particular attention to practice 
environments, recruitment and retention of its health 

workforce. the case studies will identify initiatives 
employed to address these main issues, and will identify 
knowledge gaps for future in-depth research as well as 
recommendations for future action. in addition to this, 
a National PPe coordinator and a National steering 
committee are being appointed in each country to 
direct country-level PPe implementation. 

News froM the alliaNce tasKforces aNd 
worKiNg grouPs 
 MeetiNg of the health worKforce iNforMatioN refereNce grouP (hirg)

the health workforce information refence group 
convened by the global health workforce alliance, 
who department of human resources for health and 
health Metrics Network, held its first meeting from 
10 - 12 March in Montreux, switzerland. Participants 
shared and reached consensus on strategies to improve 
availability, quality and use of data and statistics on 
health workforce. the meeting was also an opportunity 

to share achievements related to health workforce 
information undertaken by the various partner agencies 
and institutions. it provided an opportunity to take stock 
of existing tools and references on collation, analysis 
and synthesis of hrh data and evidence, as well as of 
sharing updates on activities for strengthening hrh 
information systems in countries and regions. 

MeMBers iN the sPotlight 
aMref aNd vso to host a foruM to geNerate Political coMMitMeNt iN uK

aMref[uK] and vso will hold a joint hrh advocacy 
event, Human Resources for Health – How can we 
strengthen the UK response, on 9 april 2010 at the 
royal college of Nursing, in london. with government 
elections scheduled for May 2010 and with lack of 
attention towards health in the conservative party’s 
strategy, one of the immediate objectives of the 
event is to lobby for the hrh issues to be reflected 
in the conservative agenda. the broader rationale of 
the meeting is to generate political momentum and 
commitment in the uK around the health worker crisis 
in the lead up to the g8 and g20 meetings, the uN Mdg 
summit and the second global forum on hrh. some of 
the speakers at the event include: Jim campbell (dfid), 
Nick Banatvala (doh), Peter Ngatia (aMref), theresa 
Bagrey (Nurse – vso, sierra leone), frances day-stirk 

(icM), susan williams (royal college Nursing) and 
fiona campbell (Merlin). 
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New world BaNK rePort cites MigratioN as Key to health worKer shortage 

JoiN g8 hrh accouNtaBility ProJect! 

according to the recently launched world Bank report, 
The nurse labor and Education Markets in the English-
Speaking CARICoM - Issues and options for Reform, 
the caricoM region is facing a rapidly growing 
shortage of nurses due to the migration of nurses to 
higher paying jobs in canada, the uK and the us. these 
shortages across the region are limiting access and 
quality of health services and affecting the caribbean’s 
competitiveness. 

the world Bank estimates that there are 7,800 
nurses working in the english-speaking caricoM, or 
1.25 nurses per 1,000 people, roughly one-tenth the 
concentration in some oecd countries. in addition, 

demand for nurses exceeds their supply throughout the 
region: 3,300 or 30 percent of all positions in the sector 
were vacant at the time of the study. the report also 
shows that between 2002 and 2006, more than 1,800 
caribbean nurses left the region to work abroad.

the key policy recommendations outlined in the report 
are that caribbean countries should increase training 
capacity; manage migration by taking steps such as 
leveraging the expatriate community, mentoring, staff 
exchange and adopt codes of practice for international 
recruitment.  the report is available at: 
www.worldbank.org/lac. 

the health workforce advocacy 
initiative (hwai), a coalition 
of civil society organizations 
affiliated with the alliance, is 
seeking assistance in holding 
g8 countries accountable 
for their hrh commitments. 

for the last several years, data and now the oNe 
campaign, has produced the data report (see 
2009 report: http://www.one.org/international/
datareport2009/index.html), which provides summary 
information on g8 commitments on development and 
global health and their progress towards meeting 
these commitments. the plan is to produce a similar 

report but focus exclusively on hrh promises and g8 
country efforts to keep these promises. the report and 
its country specific sections could be utilized for policy 
advocacy at major upcoming events such as the g8 and 
g20 meetings, uN summit on Mdgs and the 2nd global 
forum on hrh in January 2011. the aim is to establish 
country teams for each of the g8 nations to research 
and write up information on what commitments and 
activities are underway to address hrh and respond 
to g8 commitments. interested organizations and 
individuals from g8 countries wanting to join a  
particular country team should contact eric williams, 
hwai at ewilliams@phrusa.org , tel: +1 202 728 53 35 
ext. 305; mobile +1 202 255 2205. 

aNNouNceMeNts 
youNg researchers coMPetitioN - health systeMs research: towards uNiversal health 
coverage 

researchers, policy-makers, funders, and other 
stakeholders representing diverse constituencies will 
come together at the first global symposium on health 
systems research (hsr) - Science to Accelerate Universal 
Health Coverage, in Montreux switzerland from 16- 19 
November 2010. to this end, an essay competition is 
being organized (by hsr, the global forum for health 
research and the lancet ) for young researchers on 
the theme: Health systems research: towards universal 
health coverage. topics include: Political economy of 
universal coverage; health system financing; scale-up 
of health services; Knowledge translation. deadline 

for submissions is 17 May 2010. More information is 
available at: http://www.hsr-symposium.org/index.
php/young-researchers-call. 

http://www.hsr-symposium.org/index.php/young-researchers-call
http://www.hsr-symposium.org/index.php/young-researchers-call
http://www.one.org/international/datareport2009/index.html
http://www.one.org/international/datareport2009/index.html
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•  “as president of the g-8, canada will champion a major initiative to improve the health of women 
and children in the world’s most vulnerable regions. there are indications that other members 
of the g-8 share our concern and would be receptive to such a proposal. it is therefore time to 
mobilize our friends and partners to do something for those who can do little for themselves, 
to replace grand good intentions with substantive acts of human good will.” - Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper of Canada at the World Economic Forum, Davos, January, 2010

•  “the ambitious plans for the [indian] health sector cannot be realized unless there is a substantial 
expansion in the number of health care professionals. i believe we will have to look at creative 
ways of utilizing the services of practicing professionals to overcome the shortage of teachers in 
this vital sector”. - Indian Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh at the annual meeting of the Indian 
Association of Cardiovascular—Thoracic Surgeons in New Delhi, February 2010. 

voices 

JoiN our Next oNliNe discussioN oN Mid-level health worKers!
as part of wider knowledge brokering activities, the alliance continues to support a virtual global discussion 
forum for a community of practice called hrh exchange, where topics relating to human resources for health are 
discussed among experts, practitioners and policy makers. the next topic to be discussed is “mid-level health 
workers”, which was identified by community members. learn more, and share your experience and knowledge, 
about the potential of mid-level health workers to address health workforce shortage and maldistribution by 
joining the online discussion. the discussion will take place from 4 - 18 May (these are tentative dates, so please 
make sure to consult our website for updates).

if you are not already a member of hrh exchange you can quickly and easily join by registering at  
http://my.ibpinitiative.org/public/register.aspx?c=d23657d3-0a7e-476c-a1b3-edc4923e321d 

flaggiNg gloBal fuNd rouNd 10 – sigNificaNt oPPortuNity for hrh/hss iNvestMeNts
the launch of the next round of the global fund to 
fight aids, tuberculosis and Malaria nears, and with it, 
a significant opportunity to secure additional funding 
for human resources for health (hrh) and system-wide 
health system strengthening (hss) efforts. round 
10 of the global fund is expected to be launched 
in May 2010 (check the global fund website http://
www.theglobalfund.org/ for updates on timing). in 
preparation for round 10, we recommend that hrh 
stakeholders engage one another and their country’s 
country coordinating Mechanism (ccM) to discuss how 
hrh and other health systems strengthening activities 

can be included in the round 10 proposals. you can 
find names and contact information for your country’s 
ccM members through your country page on the global 
fund website (http://www.theglobalfund.org/). you 
can learn more about the global fund and its support 
for health systems through the toolkit for using round 
9 of the global fund for health systems strengthening 
( ht t p://phy sic iansf or humanr ig ht s .org/hi v-a ids/
globalfund-round9.html), developed by the health 
workforce advocacy initiative (hwai) in collaboration 
with health systems 20/20. Please note that some of 
this material may require updating for round 10. 

laNcet call for PaPers oN the health-related Mdgs 
to mark uN high level meeting on Mdgs , which will take 
place in New york, on 20- 22 sept, The lancet is issuing 
a call for papers on progress made towards achieving 
the health-related Mdgs. they are especially interested 
in receiving original research, country case-studies, 
programme evaluations, and health-policy papers that 

will help build the evidence base to accelerate efforts 
towards 2015. deadlines for submission of articles is 
June 25, 2010. for more information, please see: http://
www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/Piis0140-
6736(10)60414-x/fulltext. 

http://physiciansforhumanrights.org/hiv-aids/globalfund-round9.html
http://physiciansforhumanrights.org/hiv-aids/globalfund-round9.html
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(10)60414-X/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(10)60414-X/fulltext
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ghwa asKs 
Professor KeiZo taKeMi: chaMPioNiNg the worKforce for stroNger health systeMs

Professor Keizo Takemi has 
been a leading voice for health 
systems strengthening for 
many years. He has recently 
been appointed a member 
of the Group of Champions 
for the Global Health 
Workforce Alliance. Alliance 
Communications caught up 
with Professor Takeimi after his 
keynote speech at the Prince 
Mahidol Award Conference 
2010 and the First Global 
Forum on Health Information in 
Bangkok, Thailand.

Professor takemi, you have just delivered a powerful 
keynote speech on health information. what are the 
key linkages between health information and health 
workforce issues?

over the past couple of years, much effort has been 
made in strengthening health systems with a view 
towards achieving broader development goals. a 
strong health system can be built if we can nurture 
the three key building blocks: financing, information 
systems and health workforce. in my view, the financing 
is going forward, thanks to many new initiatives 
flourishing, such as the high-level task force, us/
uK announcements, uNitaid, global fund etc. health 
information is the key element for good policies, 
which is the reason we are holding the first global 
information forum today. finally, health workforce is 
the decisive factor for provision of good health care to 
our populations. i advocate for health workforce, but 
also for financing and information systems, because 
in order to build stronger health systems, we need to 
improve all three building blocks in an inter-linked, but 
isolated, manner. 

how have you personally encountered the health 
workforce issues, and what is your view on the next 
steps in this regard? 

i visited Zambia and i was very surprised to find out that 
only one medical school was producing 2500 doctors, 
of which only 600 doctors remained in the country. this 
is the same story in many other countries in terms of 
availability of health workforce. it is very clear that 
we cannot deliver good health to the population and 
achieve the Mdgs with this scale of health workforce. 

therefore, health workforce issues need to be seen as 
a key factor for achieving the Mdgs. at the first global 
forum on human resources for health in Kampala in 
2008, great enthusiasm and energy was generated to 
push the importance of the health workforce agenda. 
But it is often quite difficult to sustain this level of 
energy after such big events. we need to keep pursuing 
as we move towards the second global forum in 2011, 
simply because the health workforce is one of key 
bottlenecks as well as opportunities to achieve stronger 
health systems. 

you have been also the powerful negotiator for the g8 
commitments on health workforce issues in 2008? 

i studied international politics and later worked as the 
state secretary of foreign affairs. under the cabinet of 
Prime Minister obuchi, i was appointed as the senior 
vice Minister for health, labor and social welfare. 
following the 2007 commitments by [uK] Prime 
Minister gordon Brown for ihP and the who report 
on health systems “everybody’s business”, it has 
become very clear that the health systems approach is 
key to achieving better health outcomes in developing 
countries. the global forum in Kampala defined the 
critical framework for health workforce agenda in 
March 2008. and with Japan hosting the g8 summit 
and the ticad iv (tokyo international conference on 
african development), it has become very apparent 
that the focus on health systems can be very beneficial 
in further agenda-setting in global health. we achieved 
a good set of commitments and support from many 
stakeholders, including the g8 and h8. here, Japan’s 
own experience before and after world war ii also 
played a role. we know from our experience that if 
we can provide well-qualified and motivated health 
workers, we can achieve immediate improvements in 
health and well-being of people. 

following commitments, now in 2010, what remains to 
be done to achieve better results in health workforce?

unfortunately, politically speaking, the health systems 
approach is not very sexy. we need to keep making 
efforts to maintain the issue on the political agenda. 
we are entering a new phase now, and we have to get 
very serious about keeping the momentum on the issue. 
we need to encourage all stakeholders to join in, but 
we need to move forward in a comprehensive manner, 
focusing on health workforce as a critical entry point to 
building stronger health systems. 
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MeNdiNg BroKeN BoNes iN haiti: MadeleiNe aNd dr. JiM 

this section features a story by emily Bell of Merlin. 
emily is Project coordinator, based in haiti. here she 
writes about a remarkable connection between a doctor 
and a patient at Merlin’s field hospital in Port-au-Prince. 
for more information on Merlin and their work in haiti, 
visit: www.merlin.org.uk )

unusual connections are forged in the wake of disasters. 
take Madeleine and dr Jim. on 11 January 2010, both 
were going about their everyday lives - Madeleine as 
a vendor of beauty products on the streets of Port-au-
Prince, haiti, and Jim as a consultant Plastic surgeon at 
cork university hospital in southern ireland. two very 
different lives, being led in two very different corners 
of the globe. yet, a few weeks later, Madeleine and Jim 
had formed a touching doctor-patient relationship that 
both will remember for many years to come.

haitians these days tend to refer to their lives ‘avant le 
12 janvier’ (before 12 January) or ‘depuis le 12 janvier’ 
(since 12 January). Madeleine is no exception. ‘avant’, 
she lived with her husband, a security guard for an 
agricultural f irm, and her two teenage children in cité 
de soleil - a vast and overcrowded slum in the north 
of Port-au-Prince, best known for its crushing poverty 
and rampant violence. despite its bad name, Madeleine 
says that her family had a happy life in ‘sun city’ - her 
children were in school, and she could scrape together 
as much as 150 haitian dollars ($19) daily from selling 
soap, make-up and moisturizer to haitian women. 
‘avant’, Madeleine was a healthy and happy 45-year old 
lady, who didn’t go to the clinic if she felt unwell and 
had never been hospitalised.

on 12 January, in the moments leading up to the 
earthquake, Madeleine was sitting next to her tray of 
wares in the shade of a church wall in the Pétionville 
area of Port-au-Prince. she remembers that the street 
was deserted. when the ground started rumbling, 
Madeleine stumbled to her feet, but before she had time 
to go anywhere she had been knocked to the ground 
by the church wall which was collapsing all around her. 
unlike so many others, Madeleine’s life was spared, 
but the falling concrete crushed her right leg, leaving 
her partially buried on the side of the road with an open 
fracture.

although Madeleine was rescued within an hour by 
passers-by and driven to a nearby hospital, it would 
take far longer for her to receive the medical care she 
needed. the hospital where she found herself had 
partially collapsed in the earthquake. when she was 
discovered there early the next morning by her brother-
in-law, she had received little more than basic wound 
care. he loaded her into a wheelbarrow and wheeled 

her back to cité 
de soleil, where 
she found that 
her husband and 
children were safe, 
but her house 
was destroyed. 
Madeleine’s family 
tried to make her 
as comfortable as 
possible under a 
simple shelter of 
plastic sheeting, 
however the extent 
of her pain meant 
that within a day 
she was back in the 
wheelbarrow and 
looking for relief.

it was over three weeks later on 4 february when 
Madeleine was admitted at the Merlin field hospital 
in delmas 33, where she was referred by an american 
organization called heartline. Plastic surgeon Jim 
clover, 37, explains that at delmas 33, Madeleine 
underwent fixation of her bone and skin grafting. in 
layman’s terms, Madeleine had a kind of scaffolding 
device known as an ‘external f ixator’ f itted to her leg, 
achieved by drilling pins into the broken bone and 
realigning it - a straight forward plaster of Paris would 
not do because of the complexity of her injuries. skin 
was removed from her thigh and then grafted over the 
deep open wound on the same leg.

Madeleine’s treatment was initially not as successful 
as Jim would have liked as her wound reopened, 
necessitating further reconstructive surgery. Jim 
remembers explaining to Madeleine at this time that 
there was no guarantee that the surgery would be 
successful, and that amputation was the last resort. 
Madeleine told Jim that she was the main breadwinner 
for the family, that without her leg her whole family 
would suffer. finally, thanks to the expertise of the 
surgical team, Madeleine did not have to face this 
future. on 5 March she returned to heartline, where she 
remains until today for review and wound dressings.

Jim didn’t know what to expect before he arrived in 
haiti, he just knew that he wanted to make good clinical 
decisions and provide ‘the best possible opportunities 
to the people we’re looking after.’ his young son back in 
ireland had a slightly more basic, but still fundamentally 
correct, idea of what his dad would be doing - ‘going to 
help people whose houses have fallen down.’ 
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save the date

april 
19 - 21 apr   geneva health forum, geneva, 

switzerland

19 - 21 apr   9th annual global Philanthropy forum 
conference, san francisco, usa

29 - 30 apr   global consultation on community 
health workers, Montreux, switzerland

May
3 - 5 May   ccf consultation for latin america , el 

salvador 

10 - 12 May   international Migration advisory 
council Meeting, Madrid, spain

13 - 14 May   chief Nursing officers’ conference, 
cardiff, wales

17 - 22 May   world health assembly , geneva, 
switzerland

June
31 - 1 Jun   workshop to develop ways to better 

measure hrh migration (oecd / who), 
Paris, france

7 - 9 Jun   women deliver conference 2010 and 
countdown to 2015, washington dc, 
usa

9 - 11 Jun   international conference on research 
in human resources for health, rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil

14 - 18 Jun   global health council conference, 
washington dc, usa

25 - 27 Jun   the g8/20 leaders summit,huntsville, 
ontario, canada

29 - 30 Jun   10th alliance Board Meeting, geneva, 
switzerland.

July
18 - 23 Jul   xviii international aids conference, 

vienna, austria

highlights froM the weBsite
•  New Case Study: Scaling Up Education and Training of Human Resources for Health in Ethiopia. Moving towards 

achieving the MDGs: in line with the alliance strategic plan to promote countries’ efforts to address the hrh crisis, 
ethiopia has been rapidly and extensively scaling up the pre-service education and training of its human resources. 
the case study is available at: 

 http://www.who.int/workforcealliance/knowledge/case_studies/ethiopia_casestudy_2010/en/index.html 

•  Updated members and partners profile page: the alliance has recently welcomed 27 new members. some have provided 
us with content for their profile pages, links of which can be found on our website. 

 http://www.who.int/workforcealliance/media/news/2009/memberlaunch/en/index.html 

•  Alliance “champions” section: we are proud to be working with a group of “champions” who are prominent people from 
the health and development community who agreed to contribute their knowledge, wisdom and leadership towards 
highlighting the essential role of health workers. to learn more about alliance champions, please see 

 http://www.who.int/workforcealliance/about/spec_advocates/en/index.html

to learN More aBout the alliaNce Please coNtact:

the global health workforce alliance
world health organization
avenue appia 20
1121 geneva 27
switzerland
tel: + 41.22.791.2621
fax: + 41.22.791.4841
e-mail: ghwa@who.int
www.who.int/workforcealliance

the global health workforce alliance is a partnership 
whose secretariat is hosted by the world health 
organization.

this quarterly newsletter has been compiled by the 
alliance communications team. 

for further information and regular updates, we invite 
you to visit www.who.int/workforcealliance

to receive our newsletter and other electronic updates 
please email ghwa@who.int and write “subscribe to 
ghwa News” in the subject line.

this document does not represent an official position of 
the world health organization.

design: paprika-annecy.com


